In this paper we revisit the solution of ill-posed problems by preconditioned iterative methods from a Bayesian statistical inversion perspective. After a brief review of the most popular Krylov subspace iterative methods for the solution of linear discrete illposed problems and some basic statistics results, we analyze the statistical meaning of left and right preconditioners, as well as projected-restarted strategies. Computed examples illustrating the interplay between statistics and preconditioning are also presented.
Introduction
The use of iterative methods for the solution of linear systems of equations
is the method of choice when the dimensions of the system are so large as to make the factorization of the matrix A infeasible, or when the matrix A is not explicitly given, but we can easily compute its product with any given vector. When the linear system (1) arises from the discretization of a linear ill-posed problem and the right-hand side vector b is measured data, the ill-posedness of the continuous problems typically translates into a large condition number for the matrix A thus making the computed solution extremely sensitive to errors in the data. In order to keep the amplified error components in b from dominating the solution, some form of regularization must be used. In the context of iterative methods, the regularizing effect obtained by stopping the iteration prior to convergence to the solution of the linear system (1) is referred to as regularization by truncated iteration. A careful analysis of the regularization properties of the Conjugate Gradient (CG) method applied to the normal equations and of the MINimal RESidual (MINRES) method, when equipped with suitable stopping criteria can be found in [9] .
It is standard practice to use preconditioners in conjuction with iterative solvers for large linear systems of equations. When preconditioning an iterative method, the linear system (1) is typically replaced by
where M is an invertible matrix such that the spectral properties of MA yield faster convergence for the iterative solver. The matrix M is called a left preconditioner for the linear system (1) . The invertibility of M ensures that the linear systems (1) and (2) have the same solution. When choosing the preconditioner M, issues of interest are not only how it changes the spectral properties of the matrix A, but also how easy it is to multiply a vector by M or to solve linears systems with coefficient matrix M. In fact, when solving the left preconditioned system (2) by an iterative method, it is necessary to compute matrix-vector products of the form MAz.
Alternatively, the linear system (1) can be replaced by
where M is an invertible matrix. In this case M is called a right preconditioner.
Since, when solving a right-preconditioned linear system, it is necessary to compute matrix-vector products of the form AMz, it is important that solving linear systems with coefficient matrix M is computationally inexpensive. A survey of popular preconditioning strategies for linear systems iterative solvers can be found, e.g., in [19] .
When the linear systems arise from the discretization of linear ill-posed problems, however, it is crucial that the selection of a preconditioner takes into account the nature of the problem to be solved. This, in turn, changes the purpose of the preconditioner from a convergence accelerator to an enhancer of the quality of the computed solution, since convergence is never achieved anyway. Furthermore, the side where the preconditioner is applied is very important. In the iterative solution of linear discrete ill-posed problems a right preconditioner is closely related to available or inferred information about the solution, while a left preconditioner conveys information about the noise in the data whose statistical properties may be known. While formally the application of preconditioners in connection with iterative methods is the same for general linear systems and for linear discrete ill-posed problems, the construction of suitable preconditioners is quite different, and it is much more crucial in the latter case to understand how a preconditioner affects the computed solution. Some types of a priori information about the solution may translate into a suitable modification of the iterative solver. For example, knowledge about upper and lower bounds for the solution entries can be imported into the iterative solver by means of a projection step. After projecting the approximate computed solution at the end of a sweep of iterations onto the appropriate space, the iterative methods is restarted, using the projected solution as new initial guess; see, e.g., [3] . The procedure continues until the stopping criterion is satisfied. This approach to enforcing constraints directly into the linear solver by means of projecting and restarting yields a much more computationally efficient method than standard formulations in terms of constrained optimization.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly review some of the literature on truncated Krylov iterative methods for linear discrete ill-posed problems and the role of preconditioning. Section 3 provides a quick review of needed statistical results. Section 4 explores then connection between Bayesian statistical inversion and preconditioners with statistical information about the solution and the noise. Section 5 explains how to set up a projected-restarted strategy for enforcing upper and lower bounds on solution entries. In Section 6 we address the issue of how to choose suitable boundary conditions for a class of linear discrete ill-posed problems when the behaviour of the solution at the boundary is not -or poorly -known, and how to impose them by means of right preconditioners. The correspondence between left preconditioner and statistical properties of the noise is established in Section 7. Section 8 presents a few computed examples illustrating the performance of the preconditioners and projected-restarted strategy outlined in the previous sections. Conclusions and an outline of future work can be found in Section 9.
Iterative methods, preconditioners and ill-posed problems
In this section we review a few results about preconditioned iterative methods for the benefits of those readers with a background in statistics. Readers familiar with the literature on Krylov subspace methods for the solution of ill-posed problems may proceed directly to next section. The iterative solution of linear systems of equations arising from the discretization of linear ill-posed problems is the method of choice when the dimensions of the problems are so large that factorization of the matrix is either impossible or undesirable. The ill-conditioning of the coefficient matrix for these linear systems is typically so large that some form of regularization is needed to make sure that the com-puted solution is not dominated by the amplified error components. Tikhonov regularization, one of the most popular regularization methods, recasts the linear system as a minimization problem, where a penalty is imposed if the solution grows too rapidly in a given seminorm. Another popular regularization method, and the one that we focus on in this paper, is referred to as truncated iteration. The idea behind regularization by truncated iteration is that in the first few iterations the computed solution approaches the exact solution, but as the iterations continue, amplified noise components start to dominate the computed solution. Therefore, to make iterative methods suitable for the solution of linear discrete ill-posed problems, it is necessary to equip them with suitable termination criteria which stop the iteration prior to the inclusion in the computed solution of amplified noise components.
Given an initial approximate solution x 0 to the linear system (1), a Krylov subspace iterative method computes the kth approximate solution by solving a minimization problem in a suitable subspace determined from the initial residual vector r 0 = b − Ax 0 and the matrix A. The minimization problem to be solved, and the Krylov subspace where such minimization problem is solved, characterize the iterative method. The first Krylov iterative method to be applied to the solution of linear discrete ill-posed problems was the conjugate gradient method. Since the CG methods can only be used when the coefficient matrix is symmetric positive definite, if the linear system (1) is nonsquare, a variant of the CG method, called CGLS, can be applied to the normal equations
associated with (1) without actually forming the normal equations. The CG and CGLS methods are discussed in, e.g., [1, 19] .
The kth approximate solution determined by the CG method solves the minimization problem
Here x * is the (unknown) exact solution, i.e., Ax * = b, z
The approximate solution determined at the kth iteration by the CGLS method solves the minimization problem
where
and · denotes the Euclidean norm. The quantity
is known as the discrepancy for the linear system (1) associated with the approximate solution x k . The use of the CGLS method for the solution of linear discrete ill-posed problems has been extensively studied. In [9] , it is shown that when the iteration is stopped as soon as the norm of the discrepancy is smaller than a small multiple of the norm of the error in the right-hand side, the CGNR method is a regularization method.
The idea of using the GMRES iterative method, equipped with a suitable termination criterion, for the solution of linear discrete ill-posed problems with a square invertible coefficient matrix is quite recent. The kth approximate solution determined by the GMRES method solves the minimization problem
Since the Krylov subspaces where the minimization problems are solved are nested, it follows that the norm of the discrepancies form a decreasing sequence. In [4] it is shown that, under suitable conditions, the GMRES method stopped according to the discrepancy principle is a regularization method. A modified version of GMRES, the RRGMRES method, solves the minimization problem (8) in the Krylov subspace K k (A, Ab), thus forcing the solution to be in the range of A. Although the solution computed after k steps of the RRGMRES method is different from the solution computed after k steps of the CGLS method, both methods will perform well on problems with solutions which are the discretization of smooth functions or when the noise is large. We refer to [5] for further discussion on the RRGMRES method. A discussion on the selection of Krylov subspace iterative methods for ill-posed problems can be found, e.g., in [2] .
The issue of how to precondition truncated iterative methods for ill-posed problems continues to receive a lot of attention. After [11] , many preconditioners which work by first partitioning the eigenvalues of A into those associated with the signal and those associated with the noise, then clustering the former while leaving the latter unchanged, have been proposed. These preconditioners have two major drawbacks: first, it is not always easy to separate the spectrum and, second, the separation problem depends typically on the noise in the right-hand side.
A different approach to preconditioning truncated iterative methods for illposed problems views the preconditioner as a tool related to the solution and to the noise rather than to the spectral properties of the matrix A. If M is invertible, the norm of the kth approximate solution y k of the linear right-preconditioned system AMy = b is equal to the M −T M −1 -norm of the corresponding solution x k of the original system, hence right-preconditioning can be viewed as different way of weighing the solution. Furthermore, since the solution to the original problem is in the range of M, if the matrix M −1 comes from the discretization of a differencing operator, its inverse has a smoothing action. The transformation of the original least squares problem into the form (2) via a first or second order differencing matrix and the solution of the modified problem via a right preconditioned CGLS algorithm is proposed in [9, 13] . The preconditioning matrices considered there have nontrivial nullspaces of dimension one or two. Although it is possible to implement efficiently a preconditioned version of the CGLS algorithm with such matrices by specifying a basis for their null spaces, they are unsuitable as preconditioners for the GMRES and RRGMRES methods because they are not invertible.
Invertible smoothing preconditioners closely related to first and second order differencing matrices have been recently proposed. These invertible right preconditioners can be used for the GMRES method or the CGLS methods, and they can yield solutions of higher quality than when no preconditioner is used, although not necessarily in fewer iterations; see [6] for details and comparisons of invertible and non invertible preconditioners.
Random vectors, independence and whiteness
In this section we review a few central concept of probability theory, statistics and multivariate random vectors. Some of the concepts which will be key in the future developments will be discussed in more details. Readers familiar with multivariate statistics may skip this section; others who want a more in depth review or additional details can consult, e.g., [18] .
We begin with assuming that X = (
where P (·) denotes the probability of the event in parenthesis and x 0 is some constant value of the random variable X. When F X is absolutely continuous, the multivariate probability density function p X (x) of X is the derivative of F X with respect to all components in the sense that
The joint distribution function of two random variables X and Y is
and the joint density function is the derivative of F X,Y with respect to all components of X and Y .
The expectation of a function g(X) of the random variable X is
The mean vectorX of X is the expectation of X,
The correlation γ i,j between the ith and jth components of X is
The correlation matrix
of the vector X represents all correlations at once. The correlation matrix is by definition symmetric, positive semidefinite.
The covariance matrix C X of X is the correlation matrix of the vector X −X,
If, as it is sometimes the case in real applications, the probability density of a Gaussian random variable X is not known, but a set of samples {X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X K } is available, the expectation of g(X) can be estimated from the sample according to the formula
The resulting estimators for mean, called the sample mean becomes then
and, analogously, we estimate the covariance from the sample via the sample covariancê
Two random variables X and Y are independent if
Two random variables X and Y are uncorrelated if
The components of X are mutually uncorrelated if the covariance matrix C X is diagonal, the diagonal entries giving the variances of the corresponding components of X. An n-dimensional random vector X is Gaussian if its probability density function is of the form
. We use the notation X ∼ N (X, C X ). Random vectors with zero mean and scaled unit covariance (or correlation) matrix are called white. It is straightforward to check that if X is white and Q is an orthogonal transformation, i.e., QQ T = Q T Q = I, then Y = QX is also white. The whitening problem can be formulated as follows: given a random variable X, find a linear transformation V such that
is white. Assume that X has zero mean. If
is the eigenvalue decomposition of C X and the eigenvalues of C X are all positive, it is easy to check that V = D −1/2 U T is a whitening matrix:
We remark that the whitening problem does not have a unique solution. In fact, for any factorization of C −1
X of the form
T is a whitening matrix. In particular, we can choose V be the transpose of the Cholesky factor of C
−1
X . This observation is the key to determining left and right preconditioners which carry statistical information about the noise and solution as random variables.
Statistical inversion, Bayes formula and preconditioners
The papers in the literature advocating the use of a right preconditioner for the solution of linear ill-posed problems point out that different types of solutions call for different preconditioners. Since with the introduction of a right preconditioners we effectively measure the intermediate approximate solutions with a different norm, it is natural to relate right preconditioners to regularization operators for Tikhonov regularization. The use of Tikhonov regularization operators related to first and second order differencing is quite popular. Invertible Tikhonov regularization operators, when used as right preconditioners, affect the solution by truncated iterative methods in a similar way as they affect the solution of Tikhonov regularization. Since the selection of Tikhonov regularization operators or right preconditioners is guided by our a priori knowledge about the solution, it is natural to view this selection from a Bayesian inversion perspective. For the convenience of readers less familiar with this area of statistics, we review a few known basic facts and results from Bayesian inversion. In Bayesian inverse problems all variables are random variables, where randomness is an expression of our lack of knowledge about their values. In this mindframe, the deterministic equation (1) with additive noise term is replaced by its stochastic extension
where B, X, and E are random variables and A is a given matrix. We denote by π pr (X) the prior probability density of X, which encodes our knowledge about X prior to the measurement of B. If X is modeled as a Gaussian random variable, X ∼ N(x * , Γ), and
is the Cholesky factorization of the inverse of the covariance matrix of X, then a suitable choice for Tikhonov regularization operator is the matrix L; see: e.g., [16] . In statistical inversion solving the problem (9) means giving a probability density for the variable X. The likelihood density, denoted by π(b | x), is the probability density of B given that the random variable X takes on the value X = x. The probability density of X which solves the inverse problem is called the posterior density in the Bayesian framework, and is often denoted by π(x | b). The connection between prior, likelihood and posterior densities is provided by Bayes' formula
Once the posterior density is available, different estimates of the random variable X can be obtained. Among them, one of the most popular is the Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) estimate
If X and E are mutually independent Gaussian random variables with X ∼ (x 0 , Γ) and E ∼ N(0, Σ), it follows from Bayes' formula and the form of the Gaussian probability density function that
or, equivalently,
where S is defined by the decomposition
Therefore
where w is the minimizer of the functional
The observations above about the correspondence between Tikhonov regularization and truncated iterative methods suggest that we can approximate x MAP by solving iteratively the linear system
which amounts to preconditioning (1) from the left and from the right with preconditioners coming from the Cholesky factors of the inverses of the covariance matrices of the noise and the solution, respectively.
We remark that, although the covariance matrices of the solution and of the noise are used extesively in signal and image processing applications, where whitening is an intermediate step in many algorithms, to our knowledge the idea of encoding the whitening information into a preconditioner to be used in connection with truncated iterative methods is new. For an overview of statistical inverse problems, also from the computational perspective, we refer to the classic book [21] ,and to the more recent [16] .
The discussion above suggests how to construct right preconditioners for truncated iterative methods for ill-posed problem when information about the statistics of the solution and the noise is available. In many applications, instead of the statistics of the solution we have access to a collection of typical solutions. It is then possible to model X as a Gaussian random variable, whose mean and covariance are approximated from the sample, and to proceed with the sample-based mean and covariance in place of the exact quantities. We remark that often sample-based covariance matrices are rank-deficient, because the samples collection is either not sufficiently large or the samples are not independent. To avoid the problem of working with a singular matrix, we add to the sample-based covariance a small multiple of the identity. The effect of this form of regularization of the covariance is not only to make the matrix invertible, but also to allows for anomalies in the solution, which could not be captured from the available sample. The choice of the regularization parameter for the covariance matrix can be tuned to reflect the dimensions of the anomalies which might be expected, or set to square root of machine epsilon. A discussion of the effects of these sample-based approximations and of the importance of regularizing the covariance also in relation to the Principal Component Analysis approach can be found in [7] .
Bound constraints and projected iterative methods
In some applications it is known a priori that some of the entries of the solution must satisfy certain bound constraints dictated, e.g., by the physical meaning of the parameters. A common bound constraint for the solution of ill-posed problems arising in image and signal processing is that of nonnegativity, while in modelling of chemical reactions it is not uncommon that some of the solution entries must be within well defined parameter ranges. In a Bayesian framework this information is part of the prior, which may become quite composite in order to include all information available prior to the measurement. In this section we examine how this portion of the prior can be implemented inside an iterative linear solver, i.e., without the need of local linearizations. We remark that, although the approach taken in this section is different from the one discussed in the previous sections, it is an example of how to implement efficiently a Bayesian inversion feature in the context of iterative solvers.
Since imposing that the computed solution of a linear system satisfies bound constraints changes the problem from linear to nonlinear, this increases the complexity of the computations. If we want to impose that the computed solution of a linear least squares problem has nonnegative entries, for example, instead of a linear least squares solver we must use algorithms for constrained optimization; see e.g., [12] . Although the norm of the computed residual error for the constrained problem might not always be smaller than if we first compute the solution of the unconstrained problem and then set all negative entries to zero, the quality of the solution may nonetheless be better. This is often the case with astronomical images, where the presence of bright stars on a dark background tends to produce severe ringing artifacts when the nonnegativity of the computed solution is not addressed from the start. In a recent paper, see [3] , the nonnegativity of the computed solution is imposed by first computing an approximate solution by an iterative linear solver, projecting it onto the manifold of nonnegative entries, there restarting the iteration scheme with the projected solution as initial guess. This procedure is repeated a few times until a stopping criterion is satisfied. Projected-restarted versions of GMRES, RRGMRES and CGNR were used on a set of test problems and the iterations stopped as soon as the discrepancy principle was satisfied. Since this way of imposing constraints only requires the solution of linear systems with restarted iterative method, the overall computational burden is not much higher than solving the unconstrained problem. Furthermore, for several computed examples, the solutions obtained were better than when using standard constrained optimization techniques. We remark that when solving (1) with a direct solver, it is not possible to impose nonnegativity without recasting the problem as a constrained minimization problem. Thus iterative methods should be considered attractive not only because of their efficiency for the solution of large sparse ill-posed problems, but also for their versatility. We finally remark that the projected-restarted strategy can be used also in conjunction with left and right preconditioning to include additional information about the solution and the noise.
Right priorconditioners and boundary conditions
In inverse problems which deal with the restoration of a finite signal from a blurred and noisy specimen, the selection of suitable boundary conditions may be of utmost importance for the outcome. The question how to assign boundary conditions has been addressed over the years by various authors, usually in the context of image deblurring, where the consequences of making the wrong choices can be disastrous. The various solutions that have been proposed, see: e.g., [17, 20] , are quite effective for specific classes of problems, but can be disastrous for others. For example, when the exact solution is near zero at the boundary, it is very natural to assign Dirichlet boundary conditions. If, however, the solution is quite different from zero at some portions of the boundary, Dirichlet boundary conditions will most likely give rise to ringing artifacts propagating from the boundary. Similar problems can arise when assigning periodic boundary conditions to nonperiodic solutions. While for some problems it is known a priori which boundary conditions are most appropriate, for others very little information is available about boundary behaviour.
In line with our goal of providing a Bayesian interpretation, we approach the problem of assigning boundary conditions by making minimal assumptions about the behaviour of the solution at the boundary, leaving it up to the data to make the final assessment. For example, we may assume that a twodimensional solution has a fairly smooth behaviour along the boundary, thus putting only a smoothness condition on the boundary. The greek philosopher Aristotle modelled knowledge as a process which starts from a clean slate, and then is built up, layer by layer, by experiencing the data. Since our approach to boundary conditions follows this Aristotelian model, we refer to it as Aristotelian boundary conditions. For a more detailed discussion on Aristotelian boundary conditions see: [8] .
To illustrate how this approach can be used to construct a right priorconditioner, consider a one-dimensional example of a second order smoothness prior with unknown boundary conditions. If f : [0, 1] → R is known to be a smooth function up to the second order, we may construct a priorconditioner based on the finite difference approximation of the second derivative in the interior points,
is used in Tikhonov regularization with second order smoothness, and was proposed as a smoothing preconditioner for CGLS in [10] . To put L int into a Bayesian perspective, we begin with assuming that the boundary values x 0 and x n are known. Denoting
T , the conditional prior distribution
gives the prior probability density of the interior values of f assuming that the boundary values are known. For the time being we will set β = 1. Since, in reality, the boundary values x 0 and x n are not known, we write a hyperprior where the lack of information about x 0 and x n enters in the form of a probability density function. Within the Gaussian framework, we write a prior for the boundary values as
where σ 2 is the variance; we will discuss below how to choose a value for σ. Thus, after freeing x 0 and x n , the prior for the variable X becomes
where the matrix L A is
The matrix L A is invertible and therefore π(x) is a well-defined Gaussian distribution. It remains to explain how to choose the value of the parameter σ. A reasonable criterion is to require the variance of the components x j to be as uniform as possible over the interval. Therefore, we equate the variance at the endpoints of the interval and in the middle of it. This is tantamount to writing a variance condition
where [n/2] is the integer part of n/2. The variance of x j is expressible in terms of L A as
where e j is the standard jth unit vector. The resulting equation (12) determines the value of σ. In [8] an effective approximate procedure for solving σ is given. The matrix L A constructed as above encompasses both the second order smoothness prior in the interior points and our minimal assumptions about boundary values. We refer to L A as Aristotelian boundary priorconditioner. A final comment on the parameter β is in order. Its value controls the total variability of X; since, in general it is poorly known, it is considered as one additional unknown to be determined, thus leading to a hierarchical model. For details on how to deal computationally with hyperpriors see: [16, Sec.3.7] . In [8] we present a more detailed derivation of L A , its extension to higher dimensions and to cases where different priors are used for the interior points.
Recursively, Aristotelian boundary priorconditioners that are non-committal with respect to the boundary values can be extended to higher dimensions. In two dimensions, the interior smoothness is conditioned on boundary values; then, a smoothness prior along the one-dimensional boundary is added. See [8] for further details.
Noise and left preconditioners
In the three previous sections we discussed how to use a priori information about the solution to construct preconditioners. Since data in ill-posed problems is always noisy, we can use also information about the statistics of the noise in the solver to improve the quality of the computed solution. This is well known in signal and image processing, where whitening of the noise is often a preprocessing step for an inversion algorithm. In the iterative linear solvers framework, this whitening of the noise naturally defines a left preconditioner. While this is not surprising in view of the results in Sections 2 and 3, it seems worthwhile to point out since to our knowledge there are no examples in the literature of nontrivial left preconditioners for ill-posed problems were constructed from the the covariance matrix of the noise. Here we assume that the noise and the signal are independent and that the noise is zero-mean Gaussian, i.e., e ∼ N (0, Σ). If
is a factorization (e.g., Cholesky) of the inverse of the covariance matrix of the noise, then it follows from the discussion in Section 3 that S should be used as a left preconditioner. We remark that the application of left preconditioning does not preclude the use of right preconditioning and projected-restarted strategies. An example of the beneficial effect of left preconditioners coming from the statistics of the noise is illustrated in Example 3 in the next section. We remark that when the covariance of the noise is a scaled identity, the left preconditioner coming from the noise amount to a scaling of the matrix A.
Computed examples
In this section we present the results of a few computed examples which illustrate the use of statistically determined and motivated preconditioners and projection.
Example 1. In this example we discretize the integral equation
with kernel [14] with n = 600; see [13] for details. We add to the right hand side b scaled white noise e such that e b = 10 −3 . The exact solution is a smooth curve, and it can be thought of as a truncated signal. Thus, motivated by the discussion in Sections 2 and 3, we choose a right preconditioner which models the interior points with a smoothness prior, i.e., a second order differencing operator. The boundary points are handled in two different manners. First we assume that the signal has a zero extension outside the domain by taking the Toeplitz matrix with −2 on the main diagonal and +1 on the sub and super diagonals. Then we relax the assumption that the signal extends with zeros and we free the boundary points to take on any values by assuming that they are independent zero mean Gaussian random variables, in the spirit of Section 6. We solve the linear with right preconditioned lsqr, an implementation of the CGLS algorithms which has been shown to be very stable for the solution of ill-posed least squares problems. The discrepancy principle was used to terminate the iteration.
The computed approximate MAP estimates are shown in Figures 1-2 . It is clear that for this example leaving the boundary points free to be determined by the data is quite beneficial. In Figure 1 it can be observed that the boundary error progates everywhere. Example 2. A very reasonable question which might arise with regard to the use of priorconditioners which leave the boundary points free is whether this will affect negatively problems where the solution vanishes at the endpoints. We test this on the Fredholm integral equation of the first kind with solution, right-hand side and kernel
respectively. We generate the discretized problem using the subroutine phillips from the Regularization Tools MATLAB package by Hansen [14] with n = 200. The noise vector added to b is obtained by scaling a white Gaussian random variable so that e b = 10 −3 . We solve the linear system with truncated gmres with the three different preconditioning strategies outlined in the previous examples. As it can be seen in Figures 3-4 , leaving the boundary points free for the data to fix does not affect negatively the final computed results. As in the previous example, we stop the iteration as soon as the norm of the discrepancy becomes smaller than the norm of the noise. ing the square domain into 64 × 64 equal pixels, approximating the kernel with standard deviation equal to 4 with a Toeplitz matrix with bandwidth equal to 12, using the code blur from the Regularization Tools package. The noise added to the right hand side is white Gaussian scaled to have length .01 times the maximum entry of the blurred image. The blurred and noisy image is displayed in Figure 5 . The iterative method used is GMRES(25) stopped according to the discrepancy principle. The GMRES(25) stopped after 3 iteration because the norm of the residual dropped below the norm of the noise. The corresponding solution is shown on the left in Figure 6 ; the norm of the error for this restored image is .48. We projected this solution onto the set of vectors with entries between 0 and 4 and we restarted GMRES(25) from this initial guess. We repeated the process 15 times to obtain the image shown on the right in Figure 6 . The norm of the error for the solution obtained with the projected-restarted strategy is 0.29. Figure 6 clearly shows the latter solution to be qualitatively superior. Example 4 In this example we consider the case where instead of a prior probability density for the solution we have a data base of typical solutions. In particular, we simulate a population of molar teeth of different sizes and with different constant random background added on. We assume for our simulation that the interior structure has smooth mass absorption. A detailed description of how the simulated data base is constructed can be found in the article [7] . The data is a set of 60 tomographic parallel beam projections with illumination angles equally distributed from
. The number of sampling points per projection is 60. Hence, the data vector is of size 3600. The geometry of the problem is shown in Figure 7 . We approximate the expected value and covariance matrix from a simulated sample of size 2000 and we use the right preconditioner computed from the sample to reconstruct a specimen not from the sample set. To solve the linear system we use truncated lsqr. Since we assume that a sample, referred to as training set, of typical solutions with the same statistical characteristics as the density distribution corresponding to the data at hand is available, we choose the truncation index so that it does not exceed the assigned maximum number of iterations allowed and it minimizes the relative error over the training sample. A maximum of 30 iterations was set for the lsqr. Figure 8 shows the original image, the reconstruction with 10 iterations of lsqr on the linear system (1) without priorconditioner and finally the reconstruction after 30 steps of right priorconditioned lsqr. Example 5. We conclude with an example illustrating the effect of using a left preconditioner determined from the statistical properties of the noise. We consider a two-dimensional limited angle tomography problem. The geometry is as in the previous example. In the inverse modeling, we divide the image area in 60×60 equally sized pixels. In Figure 9 (left), the true mass absorption distribution is depicted. The geometry of the problem is the same as in the previous example. The data consists of a section of the sinogram, corrupted by noise. We assume in our simulation that the projection data at θ = π 3
(illumination from south-east) is practically noise-free, and the noise standard deviation increases quadratically as θ increases to its maximum value θ = 2π 3
(illumination from noth-east), where the noise level becomes 10% of the maximum of the noise-free signal. The data is shown in Figure 9 . We remark that in this case the noise is not white. Denoting by E(s j , θ k ) the noise whose illumination angle is θ k , with s j the jth detector position, we have
which defines the noise covariance matrix Σ. We assume a priori that the mass absorption distribution is smooth. Since no specific information about the boundary values is available, we adopt the Aristotelian boundary condition with interior smoothness prior. Thus
The Cholesky factors of Σ −1 and Γ −1 lead naturally to the left and right preconditioned linear system SAL −1
A w = Sb, L A x = w, Figure 10 shows the reconstruction computed with 20 steps of lsqr with the left preconditioner (left) and without (right). Notice that without the left preconditioner, streak artifacts parallel to the lines of noisy measuraments start to show up. With the left preconditioner, they are absent. One can easily interpret the result: the left preconditioner gives less weight to observations which are less reliable. The effect is more evident as the iterations go on; Figure 10 shows the results computed with and without left preconditioning after 55 lsqr iteration steps. 
Conclusions and future work
In this paper we have revisited preconditioned iterative methods for solving linear discrete ill-posed problems from a Bayesian perspective linking differ- ent computational strategies to a priori information about the solution and the noise in the data. More precisely, we have demonstrated how covariance matrices of the exact solution and noise naturally give rise to right and left preconditioners, and how interval-type prior information can be recasted in terms of projected-restarted iterative methods. In the case where the information about the solution is not in the form of a density function, but as a data base of typical solutions, sample-based approximation of the expected values and covariance matrix can be used. Future work will focus on the construction of approximations of the preconditioners proposed in this paper which are computationally efficient for problems of very large dimensions and still retain most of the statistical information.
